A perfectly integrated, true federated search engine with access to over 1600 popular research databases for Oliver v5 users.

Oliver v5’s Federated Search allows you to search multiple data sources, including your local catalogue, in real time, direct from the Oliver v5 search screen. It’s a deeply integrated, cost effective solution, which makes streamlined federated search accessible through Oliver v5.

Benefits of Oliver v5 Federated Search:

- User experience is streamlined, you don’t have to link to a third party product interface to do your search.
- Retrieve the most up to date, real time information, rather than relying on indexed data that could be out of date.
- Eliminate the effort and expense of indexing all of your searchable content.
- Access advanced federated search at an affordable rate.

What is included:

You can select up to 10 Search Sources from the supported list of over 1600 Search Sources.

Search Sources included at no additional cost:

- Local Library (your local v5 system)
- Other Softlink v5 libraries
- Configurable Z39.50 sources
- ClickView TV

Select your bundle of 10 from the following list*:

- EBSCOhost databases*
- Gale Cengage databases*
- ProQuest Research databases*
- Infobase Facts On File databases*
- Additional connectors including Google, PubMed, ClickView, LinksPlus, YouTube, Wikipedia, JSTOR, World Book Online, Britannica Online

*Individual databases are counted as a Search Source. Additional Search Sources can be purchased in bundles of 5.

◊ NB Database subscriptions are not included in the Softlink Federated Search subscription. Please consult your chosen database provider regarding pricing.

View the complete list of databases here.

Contact your local Softlink office for more information.